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PADUCAH, KY. FRIDAY MORNING,
OCTOBER 12. 1906

ODD FELLOWS
GRAND LODGE

•

.• a

chapter transacts its business Tuesday night and Wednesday night, and
Mr. H. W. Hills is the delegate from
here. The Order of Eastern Star
holds its gathering along with the
others.

VOL. 23, NUMBER21

NEW ROI,D TO ROCKEFELLER
F OOR FARM NOT PRESIDENT

FURNISHIN8 COMMITTEE
SAYS ATTORNEY FOR
MELTS NEXT WEEK
TROT IN FINDLAY al

i
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e

MEM

COUNTY W.C.T.U.
ORGANIZATION
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DP-TO-DATE
ORGANIZATION;
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to endeavor to admit as evidence a
deposition taken in another case.
Attorney General Ellis said he
could not do his duty to the state if
he did not give his judgment in the
case. "Clearly, in my opinion, this
NEW
METHOD
evidence is admissible," he said. He
OF
SINGING
HAIR.
hirther maintained that in giving the
PADUCAH
DELEGATION RE.
PROPERTY
timony in question Mr. RockefellTURNED FORM ATTENDING
OWNERS
GIVE OF STANDARD OIL
A barber shop in Lexington avenue,
COMPANY er was acting for the corporat
ENOUG
H
OF
CATHERING.
THEIR
LAND
ion, and BILL, OF LADING
AND HAS NOT BMW IPOR
New York city, was fi!ed with i:np.iRECEIVZD
that if he coelel not sea ,i;,t
FOR HIGHWAY.
,
tient unshaven customers while
FOR FIRST PIECE OF
act ti‘ere
.U.: 1.0
%.
Thomas Sherman was being "fixed
ever of proving any acts ot
a corporaup." After a shave and facial mastion.
Judge Baker admitted the tesOs
sage he wanted his mustache trimmed.
timony els competent. His riding
Finally Sherman ordered hair tonic—
at atnh ehocuorn calusioanhaolff. an arguthat kind that has to be worked slow‘l
mn
eni
et
:ft
ly into the scalp.
"If the answers of Mr. Rockefeiler"
While this was being done a man
THE PRESBYTERIAN SYNOD
he said, -tended to prove any act
whom Sherman knew struck a match SEVERAL DEEDS LODGED FOR EFFORTS TO
CLOSED AT HENDERSON
PREVENT EVI- 'within the three years 'covered by
to ligh a cigar.
RECORD
WITH CLERK—
this suit, the objeaicns might be MAYOR YEISE
TODAY.
DENCt OF JOHN D. FALLS
R YESTERDAY
"Hold on?" cried Sherman from the
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
vallid, but it is simply desired to
FLAT. •
NAMED
DELEG
ATES TO
chair, "Hold the light. I want to
show the acts of the corporation
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N.
smoke!"
prior to that time,"
The Masonic Orders to Hold Their
His friend brought the match' to- Judge Lightfoot Is
An application of Mr. Kline to
Annual Sessions Next Week at
Having Most Attempt Was Made to Shift the
ward him. It touched the alcohol
'take
a smoke" resulted in a brief reValuable Plants Taken in From
Louisville.
Reaponsi
bility to Other
Council Last Evening Gave First
vapor from the tonic on Sherman's
ess of the court.
Courthouse Lawn.
Shoulde
rs.
Adoption to Ordinance Letting
incipient bald spot. The tonic burst
People Vote on Water Contract.
into flames.
HORSE
INJURED
Messrs Peter Bechenbach, William
W:th a horrible yell Sherman
Yesterday in the county court there
Findlay, 0., Oct. to—It was the inMorgan, 0. T. Anderson, J. M. jumped up. Barbers
and customers was lodged a
Cockrell and Charles Kelly returned fled in panic.
document wherein tention of the prosecution in the Liveryman Tully Crashed Into Horse
The board of public works has reFeeling the "bite" of property
of Dr. David Stuart.
owners give the county Cmt here of the Standard Oil
last evening at 6 o'clock from Har- the fire, Sherman
COMceived the bill of lading for the first
seized the first enough
property off their land for puny, of
rodsburg, Ky., where they attended bottle handy
Ohio, for
comspieacy
and poured part of its the county
The horse of Dr. David A. Stuart consignment of the new electrical naaoo run a public road from against tide, to occupy the entire
the annual grand lodge meeting for contents on the
flames. It was the Mt. Kenton
is in the veterinarian's care as result ohinery for the city's light plant,
The gathering hair tonic bottle
cemetery on the Broad- time yestOday in submission of docuthe Odd Fellows.
that he picked up. way
of painful injuries received Wednes- while that for the remainder is exGravel road, to near the Old mentary evidence.
was one of importance to this secret That only added
This evidence day night near
fuel to the fire
Fith and Kentucky pected to arrive at any time, and
Bell
consib..,
Home,
order, and many delegates were in
4
on
the
the
Mayfield road. Inpleadingi and testi- avenue,
While the victim was stamping and
when
the
doctor's horse was when the apparatus gets here it will
attendance from over the state.
5:3„
he two suits against the
writhing a barber ran un with a wet asmuch as the county has placed the mony in '
crashed into by a vehicle driven by be installed immediately at the moininew county poor farm near Mt. Ken- Standard
Georgetown, Ky., was designated towel and
il
trust .before the suput out the fire
Mr. Wynn Tully, the liveryman.
cipal powerhouse on Madison between
ton, new highway is desired leading preme co
as the place for holding the Igoe
of the State in 1892 and
Mr. Tully was racing out the ave- Ninth and Tenth streets. This bill of
1897
meeting while before adjournment
pasover
of
towards
the Mayfield. road, and
which was read to ths nue
FUNDS ARE SHORT $89.694
at an unusually high rate of lading is for new switchboard winch
at Harrodsburg, the following grand
the following parties gave enough off jury yest day.
speed, and in the dark failed to see' was ordered from an electrical here
officers were named to serve dining
Attorn
their
V.
P. Kline, conducting
land for asthirty foot thoroughAkron. 0.. Schools Treasurer's Books
the doctor comin,g from the other di-I and forwarded to this city.
the ensuing year:
It ite
fare: Richard Bell, Jesse Bell, C K. the case r the Standard, maintains
Indicate Cash is Missing.
, rection. The Tully rig crashed into pected that the board will get
there
Grand Master—W C. G Hobbs, of
is
*
be
Bell, R. C. Fisher, Eliza Traughber,
competency in rehearsing the
other, knocking Dr. Stuart's sometime next week, when it will be
this
Lexington.
"ancient
C.
history,
W.
•
Ingram,
"
but
W.
L.
Yancey,
Prosecutor , horse down and
HarriColumbus, 0 Oct ii —A report
badly cutting its legs put up and arranged, ready for conDeputy Grand
Master—D.
son Simmons J J. Sanderson and J. David and his assistant, Mr. Phelps,I
M. ot the examination
of
the
school
insists It is necessary that the jury and bruising other portions of its nection with the new machines when
Bridges, of Carrollton.
W.
Frazier.
funds of Akron made by S. C. Young
body It will be some days before they get here. The Gerenal
Grand Warden—John B
Carroll. today says
Electric
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said that may get the proper perspective of
. the animal is well
that Fred E. Smith, the
enough to be used. companies got the contract to supply
the
case.
of Eminence.
sometim
e
next
week
he would call tod• faulting treasurer of Summit counthe new outfit, and has to order some
Before the jury was brought into
Grand Secretary—R. G. Elliott, ot ty, who
was also treasurer of the gether the fiscal court committee of
—The Paducah doctors are prepar- of the pieces from differen
ccurt,
Lenington.
on
its
conveni
t parts of
magistr
ng
ates
yesterda
selected
y,
at
to devise means
ti hoot funds, is short on those funds
torneys fhr prosecotion and defense. ing to attend the meeting two weeks the country, while the main part will
Grand Treasurer—George W. Mor1119 684. At least the clerk's books of furnishing the new poor farm. The
ris, of Louisville.
reld a preliminary argument touch- from next Tuesday at Dawson, of the come from their factory in the East
make it appear that he should have judge is the chairman of this comSouthwestern Kentucky Medical soing
Superinteitdent Kebbler of she
Representative—)
Grand
the OlImpeteney cf admitting the
Whit that sum, and no
mittee, and they will immediately
ciety.
evidenc
e
was
given
4
plane
Potter, of Bowling Green.
expects to begirt erecting the
teqimo
ny
of
Mr
Rockefel
prepare
ler
gives
to
in
secure
the equipment,
the examiner that Smith had any part
—Mr. Charles Thompson, the dry poles and
Grand Chaplain—J. L. Clark, of of it.
wires for the new lights se
which will be installed as soon as the previ s trial. Mr. Phelps, for goodaman, is confihe
•
d With an attack be hung over the
ths prosec
Winchester.
Maintained that the
cite- at the points
the buildings are done.
ot chills and fever.
eviden
specified by the - board of works sevMr. Kelly of this city was a candiMr. Rockefeller was
highly saaterial, and, is feet
date for grand warden, but this hoeeral days ago. He will have all of
Property Sold.
••••if
or was captured by Mr. Carroll.
Item
hy -thne the new machinery
Cecil Reed has sold to Herman very esselace of the case in trial.
In objecting. Mr. Kline said that
The Paducahans received liberal
is completely installed_
Wallerstein for $38o property on Sevrecognition in the appointment of
he could not concede even the asenth near Harris street
The deed
*tending committees as Mr. Kelly
Delegates Selected.
Mr.
was lodged for record yesterday with thentcity of the statements.
Phelps retored that Mr. Rockefeller
was placed on the committee on byMayor Yeiser yesterday morales
the county clerk.
laws, Mr. Bechenbach placed on the
chose this city's delegates to go to
J. J. Jones transferred to C. A. was then, as now, president of the
committee on proxies, and Mr. Morthe annual convention of the Obi*
Tindall his interest in some property defendant company, and what he
then said, the trust has done, and
gan put on the Committee on demise. LADIES YESTERDAY
Valley Improvement Assoethtiosa at
EFFECT- on the south side of Jackson near
we can prove he said it, is compe- 'THE
ED BODY OF THLS
Thirteenth street.
APPENDICITIS CLUB" Portsmouth, Ohio, next week. The
named Mark Cole, James H. AskWILL BE GOTTEN UP IN
Mary E. Tagg bought from John R. tent evidence.
NATURE.
Presbyterian Synod.
craft, Henry A. Petter and,, Saunders
THIS CITY.
Patterson for Vilna property on JefThe Presbyterian Synod at HenRockefeller Not President
Fowler. The representatives leave
derson comes to a close today and
ferson near Eleventh street.
"Me. Rockefeller has not been
the fleet of next week, and Pit* es
Rev. W. E. Cave will return home Rev. Father Negel of Iowa Comes Toshown to be, and in fact is not presibe gone about five days.
tonight. There are iae delegates atLicensed to Marry.
day to Lecture at Opera House
dent of this defendant company" as- The Membership Will Be Limited to
tending the gathering, and the folThe
county
clerk
Those
issued
marriage serted Attorney Troup
who have been operated on
—Church Matters.
for the deConcrete Sidewalks.
lowing officers were chosen Wedlicenses to the following; Rober
for This Desease.
fesse.
stateme
"The
nts
he
then
made
Contractor Bridges' men yesterday
nesday:
Smith, aged r and Laura Loving,
ss ere years before this cause of acgot their stakes set and sand spread
Rev. A. S. Moffet, Lebanon, modAt the meeting of the Paducah W. aged 35 of the city; Elijah Hurt, aged tion. The things charged in this suit
for
the concrete sidewalks to he laid
A
very
erator; Rev. W. M. Irvine, Bowl- C
unique
25
and
Gettie
organiza
Hamilto
tion
n. aged 23 of arc things done in Hancoc
being
T. U. yesterday afternoon, a counk county gotten together at present
on Sixth between Broadway and
ing Green. reading clerk; Rev. S. D. ty W.
Brookpo
rt,
Ill.
is
one
that
C. T. U. was organized with
in 1903. How can such statements will be
'Boggs, Catletsburg, retiring modera- the
known as "The Appendicitis Jefferson street The men will 'leg%
following officers:
Le competent evidence?"
club," and the membership is to be spreading the concrete this morning,
tor; Rev. L. 0. Spencer, ElizabethTaking
in
Plants.
President, Miss H. E. Brooks; SecIn reply Mr. Phelps declared that restricted to those
town, and Rev. Dr. L H. Blanton, retary,
who have had if the weather will permit, and indicaYesterday Judge Lig'htfoot put men
Mrs. T. M. Nance; treasurer,
the economy of the defendant com- t;ieir apendix remove
erancellor, of Central University.
to
d by operation. tions are it will be favorable it will
work
taking
in
the
plants
in
the
Mrs. Pearl Norvell; Mrs. Eliza Purpany there was no way it could be There are about
stated clerks.
thirty
people in this take about three days to finish thee,
courtho
use
yard.
The tops of the faced.
year, president of the local union
city who have been operated on for walks
big
elephan
t
ear
plants
were
cut
off
cx-officio vice-president.
"A corporation has no face except appendicitis and survive
d the attack,
State Medical Society.
Aticles second of thecounty con- and bulbs taken in. Some of the a false face. It is a mantle that cov- and they are
preparing to band toCaldwell Street Pill.
Dr. Phil Stewart returned last ev- stitution reads: The object of this very small plants will not be taken in, ers the individuals in it, so that the gether
and form a club with the apStreet Inspector Motile) Eltlertt's
ening from Owensboro where he has usion shall be to organize the county at it will be less trouble and expense toad of the company, its president, propriat
e name mentioned,
men have about finished the earthern
been attending the annual session of and unite effort on approved plans to put not new ones next spring. Only when he speaks, that is the lanOne
well
known
gentlem
on one side at the Caldwell street
fill
an
who
'the
most
valuable will be taken and guage of the corporation itself."
the Kentucky State Medical society. and measures. which with the blesswithstood a long seige of illnesi bridge near the Union depot it win
lie left before adjournment, but by .ng of God shall result in promoting put in the courthouse basement to be
Reiterating that the evidence was from this cause, stated yesterd
ay that take about two weeks yet to comMee of his departure, the physicians cause of abstinence for the in- protected against the cold weather. not authenticated in a proper way everybo
dy is organizing different kinds plete work of putting the dirt on the
In attendonce had caucused, and de- &victual and prohibition for the trafts be accepted as evidence, Mr Kline of clubs for first one purpose and
then' fill, which will by then be brought up
cided on Dr. D. M. Griffith of Ow- fic; in training the young and rescufrllowed with the second- objection another, and that many of
his fellowt to a level with the street and the
SMALL BLAZE.
ensboro for state president, Dr. W. ing the fallen.
that the president of no corporation victims had spoken about getting
up wienden„heidge 'torn itivey.
B. McCline of Lealennem for state
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Garner have
could by his utterances bind the cot- the "Appendicitis" body and holding
Fire
Started
in
Box
Where
Elevato
r
treasurer.
Water Contract
returned from Athens, Ala. to make,
poraeon. If the proposed procedure monthly meetings at the home of the
Motor is Kept.
The council held a called meeting
Dr. J.. T. Reddick and wife, and Paducah their home.
prevailed, he said, the depoeition of members. He said it would be very
Dr. R. M. Childress will return toany officer of any corporation might interesting to each for the other to last evening at the city hall and gave
Yesterday morning about
night from that city having attended
8.30 le taken into another jurisdiction narrate their feelings and what they adoption to he ordinance that subo'cloelt a Nit either blow out, or a
Priest Lectures.
the gathering also.
and admitted as evidence in a crim- thought of and saw, when they mits to the voters of this city the
Rev. Father Nagle will arrive this speck existed, ciusing a fire to_uart
inal proceeding.
thought they were nearing the here- question of ratifying the Contract
morning at 8 o'clock from his home in the attic of the Paducah Banking
Judge
Baker
interrup
remark
after while being prepared for, and made by the city with the water comted
to
Masonic Gatherings.
in Iowa, and tonight he speaks at Ccmpany building at Fourth and
pany, whereby the latter egreie to
that
the
evidenc
was
only
e
offered
daring
to
the operations.
Next week at The Masonic in The Kentucky under auspices of the Broadway. It °elevated in
the mot- show the manner of doing business
furnish water for eighteen tears to
Louisville the annual grand lodge Knights of Columbus of this
or box where are kept the machines
city.
at that time, which, of course, would
—Miss- Maud Barnett, daughter of come to the fire hydrant's
meetings will be held by the Masonir
I
operating the electrical elevator. The
Assessor In Office. '
not convict the defendant within the Mr. W. W. Barnett of 520 South
-orders of this state, and there will
fir emelt quickly extinguished the
City
Assesso
Moveme
r Stewart Dick stayed
time
of
nt
the
Ministet
of
present
charge
Third,
but
sims.
Knowles
and
Mr.
Bert
son
,
of
be about yeo delegates to the grand
Rev. E. H. Cunningham, the Bap- blue, With loss of only several hun- ply to* *bow that such a trust was Mr. Micheal Knowles of 626 South at his office in the city hall last night
lodge, with about as many others
dred dolYars. Dr. J. T. Gilbert. the
formed. •
Fourth, went to Cairo and got mar- for convenience of those prdperty
participating in the different sessions tist divine, left yesterday for' May- osteopath, had
his instruments and
field
where
"It is no excuse for evidence that ried. They will live at the groom's owners who could not get down durhe was joined by Rev.
and as visitors.
eittRi.sodsmaged by the water.
ing the day to give in a list of their
will do ilfo harm." replied Mr. Kline. parents' home.
Monday night the grand council Lowe. The two then went to Hopinsville
to
k
"Would not the admission of the
The Retail Druggists' Association property for city tax purposes for
open a protracted meetof Royal and Select masters will
resident of the corporatieh be con- meets this afternoon at the City Hall moo. Many of the property owners
meet and transact its, business. Mr. ing.
, SUWSTITUTES.
Rev. Hayes of Sm'ithland, has gone
c:usivi as to the manner -of its doing to hear a report from Mr. Bice Wal- took advantage of the favor end
James E. Wilhelm is the delegate
from the Paducah council. Tuesday to his new field in Lietchfield, Ky., Acting Clifet,,Elliott Selected Extra business?" queried Judge Banker. lace, the delegate from here to the called, giving in their assessments.
national meeting at Atlanta, Ga., last The assessor will be at his office toMr. King— "No, sir; not at all."
!doming the grand lodge of Masons after spending several days with Rev.
Man fo? Central Stationhouse.
week.
night and tomorrow night for the
•convenes for a three day's session. T. J. Newell.
same purpose. Those who do not
and Mr. Wilhelm will represent
Judge Favors Evidence.
Acing Chief Jake Elliott of the
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rive in their assessments the assessor
Plain City Lodge No. 449 of this city,
Enters College.
Cre deportment has put Lon Potter
Judge Baker further stated that
0 does it for them, and gliesseky,t Ole
Mr. Frank Cheek today goes to ard Samuel Miles to work as substi- the evidence was not offered to show
while Mr. Fred Acker will represent
SOX WIN AGAIN.
0 valuation of the property.
Paducah Lodge of this city. Mr. Wil- Waco, Texas. to enter Baler college tutes in the Central stationhonse on either the guilt or innocence of the
0
helm is chairman of the committee and study for the minatry. He is a North Fourth street, while members defendant.
Chicago, Oct. tx.—The Sox 0
on lodges under dispensation for the son of the late Rev. John Cheek. e.• Dan Bailey and Otto Hamilton are
Mr. Tolls, for the defense, replied
—Mr. and Mrs. Morris Lewis of
won the third game'in series 0 Jones street have a_new boys baby
grand body. He is also a member Of
serving their lay-off given them by to this, that if it was not for' that
over the Nationals (Cubs) by 0
the board of directors for the Old
Mite Society.
the commissioners for violation of puionse. it was snrely incompetent
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade Prows
a score of 6 to 2. The Sox 0 has returned from St. Louis.
Masons Home which is stationed at . The Ladies Mite Society of the the rules governing the 'department. es:aince. Hr. Tolls maintained that
won the first game, the Cubs 0
Shelbyville. This directorate meets First Baptist church meets this af- Mr. Potter is the son of Lieutenant the itate by law was absolutely barMr. Richard Scott is home bine
Monday.night and Tuesday afternoon ternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. A. J. Thomas Potter of the night police red from taking a deposition in a
the second.
0 visting in .Cincinnati.
0
110 transact its business. The grand Wyatt of 319 North Sixth.
Miss Kathleen Whiteneld goes en
criminal case, hence it was a travesty
force.
•
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Clarksville, Tenn., next week to vie*,

IEONIETOWN 80T
THE NEXT SESSION

•

•

•

SWITCHBOARD ft
WAS SHIPPED

BALANCE IS EXPECTED
TO ARRIVE SOON

HAVE ENOUGH NEW STENSLAND BANK LOSES
WAGONS LEFT
DESKS HANDY GOES W1111 LOOT IN HIGHER COOT ON THE STREETS

int

11[01-

SUPERINTENDENT HAS SUFFI- FAILURE OF CEBALLOS & CO.
ORDERS NEW TRIAL IN SUIT Wagons Left on the
Streets
CIENCY TO EQUIP NEW
OF NE WYORK FOLLOWS
OF BOSWELL VS. CITITHOMPSON TRANSFER COMDEFALCATION
ROOM&
•
ZEN'S SAVINGS.
PANY WARRANTED.
The Carpenters Yesterday Finished Ruined Firm Was Largest Cuban. C. A. Isbell
Sued Addle Howell L. M. Stephon Was Given
AmericanFinancial House in
Working at Washington Building,
a ConEstate For too, Claimed Due on
tinuance Until Next Thursday
This Country.
and Went to McKinley.
Notes—Drug Company Sued.
Police Court News.

$3.50
FOR MEN & WOMEN

New York, Oct. 11.—It was anSuperintendent Lieb of the public
In the appellate court yesterday at
The Thompson Transfer company
!taboo's thinks they have on hand now nounced th's afternoon that Juan N. Frankfort there
THE QUESTION OF PRICE
was
revers
was
the
ed
arraigned before Judge Puryear
Ceball
IS
os
& Co.. the largest Cubanenough desks and seats to equip the
judgm
ent
the
of
Paduc
in
ah
the
circuit
ALL
court
police
court
A
Ameri
yester
can
MATT
day
bankin
ER
g
mornOF
house
in
this
city,
two new rooms to be created, one at
had failed for from $3,000,000 to $4.- In the suit of C. H. Boswell of May- ing on the charge of letting wagons
QUAILTY.
the Washington building and one at
000000 of a result of the alleged theft field against the Citizen's Savings stand upon the public streets during
the McKinley 'building to accommoof $1,000000 in cash and property of bank of this city, for about $2,000. the night, in front of the stable on
date the scholars who are at present a Manue
A price that is high for some shoes
l Silveira, head. of the firm of In the local court the bank won, but Jefferson, near Fourth street. The
is low for others. It depends
nee crowatoll It will take about 40 Silveir
a & Co., bankers and merch- now Boswell wins in the appellate warrant was continued until tomor- on how good the shoes are.
&sag for each room, and he has then ants of Havan
a, who for several tribunal and the litigation is sent back row. The ordinance prescribes that
at different buildings over town. He years have repres
no vehicles shall remain standing on
ented Ceballos & here for a new trial.
thinks there are about 3,ecso desks Co. Silveria, with
Boswell speculated in the bucket the public highways after night.
'his family, has left
here altogether, while the number of Havana for parts unkno
L. M. Stephon, the Ninth and Kenwn and every shop operated at Mayfield by Henry
Is an economical shoe; We don't make this
steelents amount to only about 3.300 effort is being made to
locate him. It Arenz, of this city, for the Odell Com- tucky avenue druggist, was given a
statement to dupe you;
We
know you'll say the same after trying a
The carpenters yesterday com- is believed he has a good
contin
uance
missio
until
n
compa
next
ny.
Thurs
Boswel
day of
l lost sevpair of them. All the leathers
share of
and late stilyes.
pleted the flooring in the Washington his loot with him.
eral thousand dollars and. brought the warrant charging him with sellaiilding room, and were sertt to the
William P. Rowe of the law firm suit against the& commission company ing cocaine to a party without the
McKinley building in Mechanicsburg of Sullivan & Cromwell,
doctor's
prescription.
40 Wall to recover. He won his action, and necessary
where they started to work building street, was made assignee, with
Wil- then attached some money in the There are several warrants against
.the stairway to lead from first to sec- liam Nelson Cromwell as his coun- Citizen's Savings bank here, and him and all were postponed because
ond floor.
sel.
which he claimed belonged to the of the absence of lawyers in the case.
Lizzie Henry, colored, was fined $5
Mr. Lieb believes he can endave his
The following statement was issu- commission company. The bank reoffice down into the new basement ed this afternoon by Sullivan & Cram sponded that the company had no and costs for disorderly conduct.
room at the high school by the first well, attorneys for Mt. Rowe:
money deposited there in the name
of next week, es it is nearly ready. "J. M. Ceballos Sr Co., bankers of Boswall contended. Boswell sued
the CROP BULLETIN SHOWS
When he does this, his present office New York and Havana, have today bank on the ground that
GRAIN SETBACK
the comwill be used as the new room for made a general assignment for the mission people did have
money at
benefit of their creditors to William the bank, but the later
that school.
Washington, Oct., it.--The crop
deposited it
If time schools had not enough desks P. Rowe of the law firm of Sullivan under a name other than that
report
ing board of the /bureau of mates of the bureau are made next year and 88.7 in 1904.
used
on hand they would have had to make & Cromwell, with William Nelson by the commission
statist'
ics
of the department of agri- December.
The average condition of tobacco
company to do
Cromwell as counsel of the assignee. business. The
a purchase from the factory.
The average quality of spring n October n was 84.6
bank won the litiga- culture finds from the report of the
as compared
The suspension is stated by the firm tion here, but the
rrespondents and agents of the %feat is 88.5 as compared with $e in ‘-ith 86.2 one month
appellate court now
ago, 85.8 oa Octo be due to the defalcation of Man- revers
1905 and 75.7 in 1904.
es that decision and orders an- , bureau as follows:
tober t, ion 85.6 in 1904 and a five
uel Silveira & Co., banking and other
The condition of corn on October
NEW GOVERNOR
trial of the action.
The preliminary returns indicate yeta average of tio 2.
merchants of Havana, who for severwas 90.1 as compared with 90.2 an oats crop of about
The average condition of potatoes
REACHES
CUBA. al years have repres
863.352,000
ented the busilast month, 89.2 on October 1, Kea. bushels or an avevag
on
October I was 82.2 as compared
Sued
Notes.
on
e
of
31.3 bushels
ness of Ceballos & Co. His deficC. A. Isbell yesterday filed suit in 53.9 at the corresponding date in per acre as compared with 34 bush- eith Si 3 one month ago, 74.3 in
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• municipal lighting plant and turn the
lighting monopoly over to the corporation that now charg-'s the conBY THE
sumers the highest rates ever charglillIGISTER iiEWSPAPER CO. ed in Paducah. That gang went into
office to serve ehe corporation: and
(Incorporataed.)
"Astrid have succeeded in abandoning
At liteeister Building, 523 Broadway the city's plant had
it not bten fo:
the vigorous protests of The RegisMAWS E. WILHELM, President ter backed
by an outraged citizenTreasurer
MOAN WILHELM,
ROBERT El. WILHBLM, Secretary .s7 ip. Have the peopi:. forgotten that
they had to hire attorneys to go beRain-red at the Postoffice of Paadu- fore the general .coun.7.;1 and in the
ash. By., as second-cleft mail matter. name of the people protest against
the surrender of the uty to tht corOne Year
SS-00 poration and how 'irndrctls had to
Six 11Maths
3.60 go to the City
Hall and by their
Throe Months
I-25 presence protest against
the bold
One Week
.zo
scheme to deprive the people of the
Anyone failing to receive this paper b‘nefits of ownool their own plant?
reepelarty should report tne matter to
We think not. anz the fact that an
7Isa Register Office at once. Tele
indepen
dent ticke:, . for municipal
phone Cumberland pa
ownership has been placid in the
fiold is evidenceof the fact that many
C,--..,„.••=<"
of thi- vottrs of Padti,ali do not in11 i N :::./.1•if L A6_0;
tool .$) vote for either the demor republican camlidatts far the
general council.
Pviday Morning October 12, teak.
For years and years the people of
this city voted for men put out by
The Republican Ticket
the democrats, but when convinced
The republicans have put out their
that those men preferred to serve the
ticket and aside from its candidate
corporations, and were op longer
for city judge there are but one or
v.orthy of office, the people tuined
two other men on it who in our
to the republican party and by their
opinion are qualified for the office to
votes elected their candidates, only
which they aspire.
to find the republicans more brazen
The republican organ in its en- than the democra
ts and more comdorsement of the ticket devotes much pletely under
the domination of the
space to the nominee for judge, a ccrporat
ions than their predecessors.
. . little to the nominees for the general They have insolently declared
that
council, and none to the nominees they were
elected by the people.. and
for the board of education. In their 'have shown
by their acts that the)
platform they iirofess to be friends are but
the tools of the corporaof the public sc'hools, yet they do not ticns.
They were elected, by false
exiplain how it is that with a republi- pretense
s, and next month we eope-o
can ,board in charge of the schools to see
them cast aside by the people
. that a muddle was precipitated in of this city who believe it
is time to
'
, Jtaa
,...1 and it was October before it put an end to franohise .grabbing
settled, and then only by the ar.d for the city of • Paducah to own
.good offices of a committee of citi- and control ,a water
and electric
zens to whom the matter was refer- plant.
red. Without going into the merits
In the' republican
nominations
of the controversy, it is enough to
Councilman. George 0. McBroona.
know that the whole city was almost
who first wanted to be the city judge
. drawn into the matter, and that harm
nominec,,awd4ailed in this. v ted to
was done the schools by a republican
succeed tehreeelf in the souncil, is
board.
sidetracked, ail!, John W. Bebout, of
The republican organ says "There the first ward, who
is a brother of
is no body of citizens in Paducah Mr. Lewis
L. Bebout was nominated.
today that can say this general coun- The "Municipal
League" comic+
ci: has ignored it." That statement manic candidat
e from the first ward
is an onmitigated falsehood,
and in opposition to Bebout is Dr. B. B.
written for the purpose of deceivin Bredeno
g
tthe Ninth and Trimble
it, readers. In February and March
druggist, while the democratic nomialmost-pie thousand citizen' of Pa- nee is H. R.
Lindsey of the Southerducah sig‘ed petitions to the present land Medicine
THIS WILL BE THE MOST WONDERFUL SALE
Company. The reOF STRICTLY HIGH-CLASS TAILORED COATS
general council praying for the priv- poblicm
PADUC
AH HAS EVER SEEN. FOUR HUNDRED ELABO
s Imhe
e ,second ward nor-nRATELY BEAUTIFUL DAY AND EVENING COATS. THE CELERATED PRINTZESS GARMENTS
ilege of Voting on the question of the cted
MADE BY AMERICA'S RECOGNIZED
Cmigeiltnan George M. OehlEXPERTS. A FORTUNATE BUYING AND MANUFACTUR
city owning a water and electric light schlaege
ING POWERS OF SUPERIOR ORDER
r to succeed himself, while
ENABLES VS TO OFFER YOU THESE EXCEPTIONAL
VALUES. OPPORTUNITIES
plant. That right was refused the he
LIKE THIS
has opposition in Contractor
COME SO' SELDOM THAT WE CAN SAFELY SAY YOU WILL
PERHAPS NEVER HAVE SUCH
people by the board of aldermen and
ANOTH
ER.
Christ Miller of Sixth and Trimble
two olf the members, E. E. Bell and
as the "Municipal Ownership" canPRINTZESS COATS STAND HIGit IN THE REGAR
D OF CORP E C T
DRESSERS EVER Y0
peopti
B.e r.ric, who refused to let the didate, and David M. Flournoy as
WHERE. THE EXQUISITE COATS HERE OFFERED
the
ARE REPRODUCTIONS OF HIGH PRICED
IMPORTED MODELS, AND COMPARE FAVORABLY WITH
ve a vote on the question, democratic nominee.
AND ARE EVEN
SUPERIOR
TO
MANY WE HAVE BEEN SELLING AT $35. THE MATER
were,penominated by the republicans
Councilman Louis Kolb refusing a
IAL IN THESE COATS IS OP THE BEST
OBTAI
NABLE
, THE TRIMMING EFFECTS EXQUISITE AND THE
yesterday. What value is the right renomination from the third
TAILORING
FAULTLESS.
THEY &RE LINED THROUGHOUT WITH GUARA
ward,
NTEED SATIN AND COME BESIDES BLACK
of sikition guaranteed by the con- the republicans put up
, Iry
THE
FOLLO
WING
Hubbard
COLORS: TAN. MODE, GARNET. BLUE, GREEN
AND NILE GREEN.
stitalion, if lour or five men can re- Wells, of the Union
depot box facfuse to 'heed .it
It matters not tory, who has opposition on the
whetleei municipal ownership is right "Municipal Ownersh
ip" ticket of J.
or *rang for Paducah, the citizens Critt Jones, the
well known lumber
asiumg merely for the privilege to vote inspector and
Al M. Foreman on the
ola the question and a republican dtmocratic ticket.
that it would require an investment
AILING PEOH.E.
board of aldermen denied them that
at the start of $roo,000 to establish a
right Such an action was Un-Amnewspaper in Wichita that would hay,.
The Business Side of Journalism.
erican, and an outrage on free Ama chance to share the business with Dairyman Richord Bell Resting Well
ericas citizens. Whose interests were
at His Home—Other Sick
the existing publications. Not many
(Lexington Herald.)
thrift. republicans eerving -. that
The tendency in +be newcnocr bus- years ago this would have been retime? Either the owners of the Padu- iness, as in almost every other com- garded as ample capital for a new
Dairyman Richard Bell is still cona:Is Water Company and the owners mercial and industrial line, is toward newspaper venture in New York. A fined at his home beyond Eden's
LADS WERE PLAYING ON SOUTH FOURT
concentration. The neost striking ex- new newspaper in Lexington to com- Fill on the Mayfield road as result
H STREET WHEN
of tin Paducah Light and Power ample
SUDDE
NLY A STRANGE CANINE APPEARED IN
of this is in the Hearst chain pete either in the morning or after- of being shot by his negro employe,
THEIR MIDST.
AND BY QUICK SNAPPING ,BIT EACH
Company. or the people. The people of newspapers reaching
Ol? THE BOYS ON THR
from Boston noon field would require an outlay of Spencer Young, whom the former
LEG'BEFORE THEY COULD ESCAPE.
of Paducak have the right to be to Los Angeles. The Scripps-McRae approximately $25,000 for plant alone scared by playing he was a wolf. Mr.
Illamil on any question that affects league covers almost the entire coun- al the start, and no conservative busi- Bell is not seriously hurt, but just
*sloe welfare and Messrs Starks, try from Ohio to the Pacific coast on ness man would- think of launching rendered a little ill by the shot pepQuife a scare occurred yesterday from
the west and Oklahoma and Texas
fear the ,oninsal was mad. which
such an enterprise, if there were real- pering him.
IA Itribbard, Palmer and Chamblin on
the southwest. What is known ly a
afternoo
n about 5 o'clock on South .it is thought it %V
Colonel
Joe
Potter
was
able
to
be
field for another paper, with less
see their servants and not their mas- an the Star league
cut yesterday for the first time since Fourth just above Norton street, and
includes all of the than $so,000 capital.
The attack created quite a scare
s.ge, Again we ask "Who are those larger cities in Indiana. Munsey has
last Sunday, 'he having been laid up the neighborhood
among children of that neighborhood,
was
Perhaps
in
consider
no
able
phase
of modern-Indus- with an attack of
saallt,serving, the corporations Of the eietensive newspaper end magazine
chills.
panii Jew of them ventured out upon
trial evolution Iiso convincing of the
publiehi
ng
interests
Mrs. John Baker has been moved a stir, as result of whtt is believed to .i4e streets after nightfall.
.
The
New
York
ismalla?
inevitab
le
tendenc
y toward concen- back to her home on North Seventh 'have been a maddog Three children
Times, Philadelp'hia Ledger and Chattration as 'the condition!, which re- from Riversid
Remy self respec t ing
citizen. tanooga Times are controlled by the
e hospital, as it was were bitten by the animal, which was
Wikellber he be for municipal owner- same ,in. Joseph Pulitzer owns quire larger investments for almost all found not necessary to opetate on a small, yellow canine of the
The Independent Ticket.
cur vaor not, should vote and work three newspapers. In different parts sorts of enterprises. At man with her.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
riety.
It
got
away
before
killedl.
being
small capital, by the very nature of
Mr. James
W. Leigh of the
Paducah has put out a municipal
fos the defeat of every man, either of the country there are 'mailer inThe
boys
bitten
Charles,
were
things.
the
Its barred from raattrznter> Rhodes-Burford establishrzeent, has
to- ownersh
terests 'that control more than one
ip ticket. ,If it is composed of
lisinoerst, republican or mugwump,
paper. Ridgeway's Weekly is a new prises that were open to him a few recovered from his' illness that has year-old son of Marketmaster Frank the tbest citizenship, progress
ive and
IAD ,iia on record as denying the peo- publication which
start* out with an years ago. invention and ideeeloP- kept him confined in his private ward Smedley, Harry, the is-year-old bon 'with a proper conception of the nttple
Ike
Riversid
at
right
hospital
e
rnent
to be heard. Such men entirely new idea in weekly journalof machinery have been imporfor
•.•
df Mr. Berry, who lives next to the cesaltiee of the city, it should be
hdme
air *sot worthy of the votes of an ism. It Is, published Irons fourteen tant tutors in tbis necessity for larg- month. He has retur ed ti
Smedley
home, and the son of. Mr. elected by an overwhelming majority
It would mean a new era in Padu'Ameelean citizen. Three of the very 4fferent cities sinvoitaneously, main- er capital, and larger capital frees- on South Eleventh.
Joseph
Cunning
ham. the steamboat
Saloonist Sam Gotj of North
Mining an independent staff in each sarily requires a larger voitabe of
cah', growth It would result in an
ales named above were elected to
one of these. Tre first issue is rath- business. We are perhaps a long way Fourth is suffering fr44 a pemfully mate vilso resides in the same vicin- improvement of the
ty that would
take the places of democrats woo re- er a crude executio
n of the idea, but from a newspaper trust. Certainly it injured hand, hurt hi r getting it ity.
put it prominently before the world
cought
yesterda
y
in the gasoline enThe lads were all playing out in in a nrakner 'far superior to that
30 receive a petition from a re- it seems to have possibilities. It will would not be an easy matter to mogine he operates his private electric the street when suddenly there ap- which
ap
ie number of citizens, and by be either a tremendous success or a nopolize any branch of
can be expected of a partisan
the putlishine plant with.
peared in their midst the little dog, administration, regardless of the parheisisimuilty of the same conduct stupendous failure.
business, and most difficult of all
which raced around- frothing at tht ty cornitlexlett. 'Partisan rule is a
The ieridericy -in every line of trade would be a monopoly of the'business
they Savt forfeited the right to exMir. Eli Sutherland of Chicago re- mouth and snapping at each of them. curse to say city, and gra party is as
pees an indorsement at the hands of is to require more capital, and this is of collecting and publishing the news.
particularly marked in the newspaper However. the Thtiaine, 'conditions turned home last night after spending 1-lie bit each of the children upon the bad as another.
the people.
business. Only a few days ago At which make necessary a large invest- several days here.
leg, and as quickly dashed off up flit
, .
"PBS people have not forgotten the newspaper hi Wichita. Kas., a town of ✓ ent of capital in the newspatt
street
and escaped.
General
Superint
endent
Harry Mcer busW. 0. W. Dance.
not
•
Doctors
more
immedia
than forty thousand people, iness naturally add to the
Were
tely sum-. The
ituperate efforts made by the republiinsporlance Court and General Manager T. G.
Woodmen of the World will
sold for $300,000. It is estimated by of the purely
moned to attend the children, not give
,•igas penerq council to close down the
commercial aide of jour- Rawn of the I. C., passed through
a dance at their hall on North
because
of the seriousness of the Forth'
conserratilct newspaper publishers nalism
yestenday in their pekrate cars, en
street, Friday night.
bites, which only broke the skin, btit Jones, band. tickets 50c.Musk -by
route from Memphis tb Louisville.
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The fireatest Coat Sale on Record
400 BEAUTIFUL PRINTZESS COATS

61'5 VALUES FOR $30

OTHER BEAUTIFUL STYLES $5 00 TO
$40 00

THREE BOYS WERE BITTEN
BY MAD DOG YESTERDAY
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REPUBLICHS'SELECTED THOSE
WHOM THEY WANT ELECTED
IN THE NATURE OF A CONVENTION 'YES
TERDAY AFTIMNOO'N
THE REPUBLICANS GATHERED TO SMALL EXTE
NT AND
RATIFIED THE SLATE MADE OUT SOME DAYS AGO
BY
THE BOSSES—HON. EMMETT BAGBY NOMINATE
D FOR
JUDGE, WHILE ALL OLD REPUBLICAN SCHO
OLTRUSTEES
WERE "THROWN DOWN."

LARNE
...COAL...

UY YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE
PltrCE IS LOW
Cars are scarce , and the unusual dem
and for coal has
caused a shortage, which will be more
noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for
the best that Kentucky
produces, "LUZERNE"

B

There Will Be An Advance
In Coal November 1st

The 'Republicans of this city, met tion by only Georg
e W. Shelton on
yesterday afternoon
in the police the democratic ticket.
courtroom, presumptively in convenCouncilman R. S. Barnett is nomition form to nominate their candi- nated by the
0
depublicans to succeed
dates for city offices, but in reality to himself in
the sixth ward, and has
confirm the slate that had already opposition on
the "Municipal Ownerbeen made up by the "bosses" during ship" ticket
of Henry F. Magee, and
their several caucuses of the past en the
democratic ticket of Charles
week. About forty white Republicans W. Smith.
were present, counting the host of
In their school trustees the repostoffice and Afternoon Sun attaches, public
ans gave the "cold shoulder"'.
while the other fifty were the faith- and
side tracked - the ambitions of
ful of the ebony-hued variety. Things Harry
Williamson, Henry Gallman,
That run-down, tired feeling is the;
had been so well outlined that every Dr.
W. H. Pitcher, Louis Fetter and
time a committee was to be named, Dr.
J. S. Troutman for re-nomina- first symptom of MALARIA, take I
Chairman Ed Farley readied <JOWn in
t
tion to succeed themselves, the terms
his pocket and pulled out the list of
of office of all ending the first
of
names selected some days ago for the
next year. All these men were oprespective committees. The crafty
posed to Miss Emma Morgan, and
captain made a mistake once or twice
althou
gh the republicans sanctioned
and pulled out the wrong committee,
these five trustees in this act
of
but quickly shifted the slips of
per fighting her, still
it is said the party
until he got the right one.
+realized these members of the school
The convention was called to
order board had .gotten the entire city so
St 2 o'clock and the gateman
from thoroughly aroused, that the convenacro-,s the creek, Captain Ed Farley tion
foresaw defeat sure if tbeee five
,
elected chairman, while C. M. Mern- were
renominated so put out an en- The specific for all malaria.
Has
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE HANDS OF RIP VAN
weather, negro. was made the secre- trely
WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COME.TO STAY
new ticket, which the demotary. After reading a 'speech of acLOOK
cured
OUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON
others
. Will cure you.
crats say will be easily defeated, as
JANU
ARY 1ST, 19°7, THE PURE FOOD LAW,
ceptance, which
he had
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
already the public cannot be hcxxiwinkcd.
written, Chairman FALrley then
cane,
'Trustee Peter Bechenbach was a canPrice so Cents Per Box.
for business, and sod4rtne moved
didate for renomination, but it
that
is
a conwnittee be selected to
-draft a claimed the convention tamed
him
set of resolutions. Chairman
Farley down because he led such a
victorious
reached down in his left hand
pants f:ght for Miss Morgan. J. J. Gentry
I have this day changed the name of my place of busine
pocket and pulled out a slip of
ss, at ii6 South Fourth street, betweea
paper. the republican nominee for
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
4
trustee
from which he read the names
of from the first ward, is manager
Earl Parl Palmer, E. E. Bell.
of
George Bederrnait's
Sixth and
Trimble
0 McBroom, Edward R. Millcr,
and .street grocery, and he has
opposition
Robert McClure. the latter a
negro it W. J. Maxwell, democr
atic nomemployed at the postoffice. This comof Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH
i icee. J. K. Bondurant, the republi- Seveath and Jackson St.
mittee retired from the courtr
WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins,
oom, can school board candid
Phone 237
tiller, registered distillery No. TO.
ate from the
and waited in the mayor's office
for second ward, is the
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQU
commission mera few moments, when they
ID FOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the
returned chant, and has opposi
State of Kea
tucky. This Whiskey is made of 25 bushels
tiou in J. Ashley
and had read the resolutions
of rye, 15 bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn and
that
Robert
son,
democr
the CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson Count
atic nominee. Herwere drawn up some days ago.
y, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of as,
The bert C. Hoover.
kind in this whiskey. I offer a aloo.00 Reward to any chemis
republican nominee
document was of the usual
t who will find one grain of impurities
sterotyped for trustee from the
in
this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintag
Third, is the
form -that has been read for years
e guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in St
at typewriter agent,
and has opposition
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name attached to
republican conventions. In fact the
Room nog Fraternity Building.
the label guarantees purity. Therefore they are
another of my liquid foods made from the delicious
paper was so greasy and dirty look- in E. W. Bockman. democratic nomgrapes of California. My blackberry brandy is
inee. C. G. Warner is olie republican Office 'phone Old 331 R Reside
guaranteed to be pure, made from the pure, delicio
ing, that it seems to have done
nce
duty nominee for
us fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran
trustee
for years in conventions. It upheld
teed by the-celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another
republicans 'phone old
liquid food that can be used with impunity
464
for sickness.
republicanism from A to Izzerd, ani from the fourth ward nd is the veterinari
an
surgeo
was adopted by a unanimous vote.
n.
, democratic
My Apple Brandy, ope of the hardest of the beverages to
get pure, is distilled from pure and meloi,pon.ent is George W. Moore, .the
low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros., apple
The next business taken up was
brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. An
the ifurnrture
41111tr• republiother of my pure liquid foods made from apples.
nomination of a candidate for city
can trustee nominee from the fifth
I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United
judge, and developed that the aspirStates of America, made by the Anheuward, Enoch Yarbro is a gardener,
ser-Busch Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo.. both
ations of both Professor Georg
in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud
e 0. while the other republ
ican
weiser
nomine
.
SicBroorn and Willie Farley for this
e
It may have its equals, but none superior. Another of my
liquid foods, made from pure matt
and hops.
nomination had been rudely nipped from that ward is John Murray, the
buck
contra
ctor
who
is
a
partne
r
in
My
of
Dear Friends lied Patrons: Remember that everything
the bud, as Hip. 'Etamett W.
.
dispensed over my bar is PURITY
Yarbry and
and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State.
agby was pen in nonatahgeoPaild re- Alderman Chamblia.
Thank God for the pure food laws
Murra
y hate opposition in. W. T.
ceived the sanction of the convention
They have been seventeen years comisg. but have come at
last. On the first of neit January these laws
Not being able to get before the con- Byrd, democrat. Ed Farley the rewill go into force in the entire United States of America
and
I am one of the felt that has anything in
LOUI
S
public
an nominee for trustee from tre
McCULLOCH
vent -in as a candidate. Willie
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure
HAD
Farley sixth, is the
Food
Laws. These laws are going to be
ENOU
GH
EXPE
"foxy"
RIEN
old man from
CE TO
forced his presence by making
enforced as the government never before enforced a law in
the across the creek,
ow great country. There will be no more
DO HIM.
and has opposition
speech that nominated Mr.
so-call
ed to and ts-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounder
Bagby.
s and rectifiers, as the law will
Who would have walked away with in Dow Watson (dAtaperitt.
compel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is
rectified or compounded. made of drug;
There are five of that present 960.1
the honor if half a dozen candidates
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they
cannot use neutral spirits and without
board who hold over through next Florence Renfro Warranted
had appeared. so announced many
spirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they
on the
of
cannot be labled with fictitious age;
Charge of Cursing Dora Smith—
the republican "bosses." Mr. Bagby year, they being W. M. Karnes, B. T.
and names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders,
rectifi
ers and so-called comopunders
Davis,
ii.
C.
Morns
,
accepted in a very nett speech, saying
Anthony List
Other Police Business.
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get Purity
, both by the drink. quarts, pints or
if elected he would go on the bench and U. S. Walston, all of whom are
half-pints, is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS,'
,.4-iid food, tiff South Fourth street, Pawith incumbrance from no source friends of Miss Morgan except Walducah, Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a
mistake or vow' head will tell you the
tcn.
Whatever.
next day that you have been drinking the vile and poisoncJs stuff
Yesterday Louis MicCulloch was
of so-called blenders and rectifiers
The
"Munic
ipal
Owner
hir ticlset given a money order for money with
made yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks
To nominate candidates for the
more and come to the place where pure
other offices, it was moved that a did not pat out any candidate' for which to pay his way home to Louisliquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's.
trustee.
ville, and he pulled out for that city
—Committee on
Nominations" bchosen, and at this Charinsan Farley
on the noon train, quite a happy lad.
+ + + +•
•+ + +•
• He is only about nineteen years
went down into his right hand pants
age
• and his home is in the Falls City.
pocket, inside which -he had been
PERSONAL MENTION.
-fumbling for .some moments. in order
+ Last Saturday night he appeared at
to see if his other list was on hand
police headquarters ar.d asked for a
4 + 4. 1. 4- 4. 4.
'He slowly palled it out. and read off
postal card with which to write home.
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the
lion. Hal Corbett returned last One was furnished him
p we food laws of our State.
the names !Ismael ITtObbard, R
and be wrote
Robertson. Lewis L. Bebotn. Johnnie right from Louisville
for money with which to get back io
Mrs. Roy W. McKinney has re- the parental roof. He then
Williamson, Jr., anti George Harvey,
narrated
the latter a negro. This committee turned from visiting in Eastern Ken- his
tale,
which
that
was
a
went (nit and -;hortly returned with tucky, where she went after attend- neighbor boy at Louisville came home
The following namts that were sub- ing the state meeting of the naught after working over the country dur- notified last night that a telephone, irs at Terrell's stable on Jefferson Wallace, a clerk
in the burpau
mitted and ctineerrfor the respective ers df the Confederacy at ',Pewee ing the summer, and was well sup- wire had broken at Tenth and Ham-I near Fifth street.
building inspection
Wallact,
Valley last week.
rison
streets
and
,
was
dangli
ng
in
place.:
a
plied
McCluloch
with
money
has been in the office for four yearn,
most
danger
Colone
ous
manne
l
r. The lieuRiley B. Craig. of Hotel Abought ha_atpaulcl try to get rich
Aldermen—E. E
Woman Arrested.
Bell. Oscar
was dismissed today by oDerectee
Starks. John Farley and W. T. Miller. Craig, has returned from spew:brig traveling over the county also, and tenant had the company's linemen to
Florence Renfro was Arreqed yes- Frank
Ridgeway at the instigation if
the
summe
the
go
fix
wire
so
it
at•Eva
r
would
en' terday on a war rant got ten out
noville and Boone- started out with a friend In trying
not
Coancilmcn—John W. Reboot from
Mayor
Guthrie. No reason was asagainst her by Dora Smith, who acFirst ward; George M. 001190112W- Title, kJ., with relatives.
to jump a train at Fulton, the friend danger anyone's life.
signed and Wallace visited "Guthrie
Sherif
fs Gus Rogers and catight it, but McCulloch did not.
cused the Renfro woman of cusaing
from second ward; Htthbard S. Wells
DtPlf?
and asked, for an explanation'.
Thas
and abusing her. She live i out abont
from third ward; Henry Katterjohn Clark Fortson have returned from The friend was thereby separated
Resum
Gettin
Mayor toil] Wallace that he had
e
Jury.
g
Frankt
ott.
Ma.
Thirte
enth
and F. S. Johnston from fourth ward;
and
Clay
from McCulloch, and had the latter's
streets
.
Today at Memphis the circuit court
ceived complaints about Wallace-'SMrs. G. C. Crumbattgh left last money with 'him, leaving McCulloch
Samuel A.'Hill from fifth wand, and
resumes work of empaneling the jury
licking funds and other aid for
evening for Dyersburg, Teen., to visit with only a nickle The latter beet
R. S. Barnett from sixth ward.
Lightfoot, colored, for SOLICITING FOR CHURCH
Writ
try
to
Trinit
y Methodist Episcoparsilturtia.
Seliciol trustee—J. J. Gentry from her daughter, Mrs. Dr. Walker, "rho his way here, wrote home for money, tilling Roy Sloane
CALLED GRAFT; LOGES JOB
, and if the jury is
first ward. J K Bondurant from sec- is ill.
Gunthe
and Chief
r of The Louisville made up entirely by tomorrow afterM. Maurice Nash is in the city police force wired Chief Collins transond ward; Pferbert C. Hoover from
noon, lieutenant Thomas Potter will Mayor Guthrie of Pittsburg Hns MISS LAURA
B. PAYNE,
third ward; C. G. Warner from fn h from Louisville on a visit.
portation for the lad, who was over- leave Sunday night for that 'city to
Clerk Dismissed on This Account.
CANDIDATE.FOR
ward: Enoch Yarbro and Joh n
Dr. Robert Rivers went back to joyed to go back. He is a bright, testify
rin she case as a witness. he
ray from fifth weed and "Captain Hti" Smithland yesterday after spending honest-looking and handsome young
Pittsburg. Oct. is —Sayor George
having been summoned
Fort Worth, Tex., Oct 11--Mles
Farley from sixth ward. This fin- several days in this city.
man, and declared this was his first
W. Guthrie is of the opinion that a Laura
B. Payne of this city it a camimbed all the business and the body
Rev. W. E. Cave has returned Atom and last experience on the road.
city employe Who solicits aid for hididate
for congress on the ..isseiallalt
then adjourned
Henderson. where he attended the
Abusife Negro Arrested.
church is as guilty of graft as she
By the nominations it will be seen Preibytatiaa meta
lsaah Curry, colored, was arrested man who extorts money for other ticket. Her campaign cry
That Aldenpnen Bell, Starks, Miller
yesterday by Officers Johnson and causes., He said so this morning in with all glifters." She is Ile Wit
Col Victor Van dc Male will reBirdman Win.
woman to ran for
là
and ,Chamblin are -all rerroniinatixl to turn today from a drumming trip to
Was Crows on the charge of cursing part- citing the dismias
Lieutenant Thomas Potter
,a1 of Charles. S. state.
succeed themselves for a period of West Tennessee
two years elett.• These republicans
Mrs. Rev. Stuart has gone to Shelwill have opposition in the "Munici- byville, Ky.. to attend the wedding
pal Ownership" ticket of John G. of her niece. She return here
s
to
Killer, George B. Rouse anti William again visit her son, Dv. David Stuart
.
A. Lawrence. and of -the democratic
• • 51
M. Jacob Fried-man has returned
• rit •
ticket of Ed D. Hannan, Phil Stewart, fronV Ehnsville where he attended
•as,'.1.
Et W. Baker and J. W. Little.
•
, Stir
the bedside of his sick mother.
From the fourth ward Councilman
Mr. James A. Crawford passed
•
•
Henry Katterjohn is renominated to t;:rough Alie city yesterday en route
succeed himself, while F. S. John- to his home in Carrsville, Ky.. having
ston is chosen-go fill -eat the unex- just finished serving the U. S. army
piced portion of Race Dipple's place, in tile Philipajnes.
the latter having resigned. ContracMr. J. C. Porter is in Louisville on
ter John A. Cole ,oppples them on business.
the "Vunicipal Ownersbip" ticket
'Dr. D. G. Mlurrell and wife returned
and Alonzo trand411 .and Ernes* yesterday from, an Eastern trip where
Lckey on the Democratic ticket.
they went after attending the state
counciiman Sam,Hifl is put I to convention of the Daughters of the
411ceerd ¶iilnself14, the 'republicans. Confederacy, last steek at Pewee Val, from the fifth ward, ahtrhas'eipPosl- ley,
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LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
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COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsu les

Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
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The Long Looked For pas
Just Arrived

To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:

BACON'S

The Rome of Willow Spring
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The Talking
Machine Man
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Now is the time for you to fill youi coal house.

Lump 12c Nut 11c

Besi Kentticky ana Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT_ Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT.'

II. Al Cunningham,

Phones: Old 960, Ha*245.

'
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now controlled by the leading cont,...ctors of the United States.'
Olsairman :shouts says in his letter
that the coirmission carefully considered letting the work in sections to
separate contractors and decided that
'complications would arise which could
not be overcome in case this plan
were adopted. The letting of the work
one contractor on a basis of unit
Proposals
leo
Canal
Invites
FOR
CALL
prices was al o considered and was
COMMISSION ISSUES
ON
by the commissioner to be a
COMPLETI
believed
FOR
.
BIDS
plan which weald be more expensive
OF DITCH.
than the percntage system.

INVITE CANAL I
PROPOSALS

I

KENTUCKY CROPS
Makes Pablic Form of Contract UnRAIN
BY
INJURED
to
Is
Work
der Which
Be Done.
Wet Weather Its:kids Back Sowing of
Grain and Cutting of Tobacco.

Not in the Trust

J. C. Flournoy

Cecil Re

Cyclone losordoce

FLOURNOY & REED
LAVVYERS.
DON GILBERTO, THE INDEPENDENT, SELLS NONE BUT Rooms so, ii and 12, COlUribui& Bldg
PURE LIQUORS.
PADUCAH, FY.

4

$6.00 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS

ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Don Gilberto, who conducts the
thirst store at 116 South Fourth
Attorney at Law.
street, has succeeded in doing what
few saloonkeepers can do. He has
Paducah,
No. 5,
run a first-class buffet on otrict busi- Room
Kentucky.
Columbia Bldg.
ness principles, and observed the law
to the letter. He is independent of
the Paducah Whisky Trust, and buys
his stock from whom he pleases and
will not handle anything but "oBtBROOKHILL BUILDING.
tied in Bond" goods. He carters to
his patrons and not to the wholesalTELEPHONE NO. 444.
ers or rectifiers, paying his monzy
(
—
for the goods and giving his customera the benefit of his ability to buy in
the open market. The Don once ad- DR• ROBT.J• R3VERE3
vertised: "If you must drink the
tsta NORTH FIFTH -STREET
accursed stuff, drink that which is
Both Phones 33,5
pure, and so stamped by the government." That covers the situation.
Office hours 8to to a. m., a to 3
For years he has kept closed on Sundays, refuse' to sell to minors or in- p. ILL and 7 to 9 p. m.
ebriates, and closed at reasonable
hours. As a consequence his trade is
of the best. He is a stickler for J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER.
"Pure Goods," and does not handle
WM. MARBLE.
the cheap and adulterated brands put
Whisky
local
Trust.
out by the

DR. R. F. !HARR

Abram L Well & Co.,

Washington, D. C., Oct. ti.—InviFrankfort, Ky . Oct 11 —The Kentztions for proposals to complete the tucky crop rep, rt for the month of
Panama canal were issued today by Seliternher was given out today. It
the canal commission and the form shows that September was very unof contract under which the work is favorable for the preparation
of
MOM
to be done 's% as made public by Chair- ground for towing wheat and oats
man Shonts, who also gave out a let- and other fall e rk is retarded.
ter written to the ,ecretary of war
Heavy and c ';nuous rains have
giving the commission's reasons for delayed the cu. .
of corn, also incontracting the work.
.5). causing it to rot
qui,
its
inferring
The contract provides that each bid- to some extent.
der must undertake the entire work
Tobacco has suffered from excesof construction. No bar will be of- sive moisture, and 1-,tich of it which
fered to corporations assiciating 'n was housed has bet
damaged by
the undertaking, but they must be houseburning, uhile remaining on the
organized into a single body scaffolds, or still uncut, reports inwith which the government can deal. dicate a poor quality and considerable
Bidders will not be considered who loss in weight.
KILLED UNDER A WAGON
d•-) not have an available capital of
In the burley district the estimates
$5,000,000. A certified check for $200,- yield cornared to tqo in go per cent.
ono is required with each proposal while the estimate of that housed to Miller Loses His Life By Being
LAWYERS.
Run Over
and a bond of $3.000 000 will be re- October t is 77 pr cent. of the crop.
quiresi from the successful bidder.
In the dark tobacco district the estiHarroclsburg, Ky., Oct. it—Mack
Practice in all the courts of as
mate of yield compared with tgos is Semons, aged forty years a promiForeign Convectors May Bid.
state. Both phones at.
that
show
figures
the
Amerand
8n per cent.
The bidding is not limited to
rent miller of this place, was inRooms s, s and 3 Register Buildof stantly killed at Bergy, 'our miles
ican contractors. All proposals are the amount housed is 79 per cent.
ing,
saa t-a Broadway.
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
December
the crop.
f:om Harrodsburg, this afternoon
to be in before noon of
entire
the
over
Procorn
of
opened.
yield
T GLASS MADE.
The
be
FINEST AT
THE
will
t.nder his wigon
12, when they
year is
He had taken a load of flour to
posals are to be expressed in tterms state as compared with last
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW 01I
cent., Burgin ,and .yo:1: returning down .1
of percentage upon the estimated cost very gratifying, being 107 per
. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
TRANSOM
qualinferior
hill the sear slipper! and threw brr.
of construction, which is to be fixed but some of it will be of
sunshine.
three
of
lack
of
engineers,
account
Both
rti-As
on
ity
heldlong between th•
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
by a board of five
OFFICE 13o NORTH FIFTH
representing the government and two Reports indicate that the acreage of wheels of the,, tar..se .y.tgon pateed
AGREEABI E HUES
AND
represent;ng the ceustructor. The ground prepared for wheat compared oi cr hii-heid completely crushing
NES:
TELEPHO
With
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
hi, skull
thief engineer of the canal commis- with 1905 is only 85 per cent.
Office as)
sion is to be chairman of the engin- favorable weather from now on there
Residence 396
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
eering board. The engineering boa,-cl is time enough to increase the sow- EVERYBODY FOR HENDRICK
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
will also estimate a reasonable time ing of this crop materially.
(Livingston Banner.)
known
T,
best
LIGHTFOO
T.
and
the
IL
are
canal
pastures
the
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
of
Fall
organfor the completion
A Hendrick Club has been
conized in Calloway county to hustle up
will agree upon a system of premi- for years, and all stock is in good
LAWYER.
ums and penalties to be paid to the dition. Very little disease is reported svpporters of John K. Hendrick for
two
or
one
Attorney General and it has several
contractor according as the work is among animals except in
completed within or beyond the esti- countes welsere there is some corn-' hundred members. We don't need
Mules are one in Livingston county. We all Will practice in all courts of Ks
mated cost and time All the govern- plaint of hog cholera
are ip belong and it would only be a querSheep
priees.
construction
fancy
bringing
ment plant for actual
tucky.
trrn of enroll ng all the democrats in
work, including the railway, is to be good demand; hogs scarce
the county. The Galloway club may --ee—s—e- - placed at the disposal of the contractgovthe
by
enroll Livingston county as a
maintained:
just
to
is
be
and
or
Mrs. Roosevelt announces that her whole.
C. MANNIN6 SEARS, M. D.
ernment.
daughter, Ethel, will not make her
comthe
that
specifies
contract
The
&bat until she is 20, while Mrs. Geo.
Offico 1707 Moyers St.
I
mission is to retain control of all enA stock broker, whose mind was
J. Gould says that her daughter Marthe
with
in
connection
work
gineering
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilerjorie, sow rft, must wait a year, and always full of business. was asked
Teispbaas 377. •
ennetruction of the canal, also muMiss a few days ago haw aid his father
and
Vanderbilt
Gladys
Mruis
nicipal engineering, the plice, sanitary
1...111101111
Dorothy Whitney, both carefully was "Well," said he, abstractedly,
lenspital and commissary departments,
every
is
there
but
go,
at
"he's
until
waited
quoted
heiresses,
up
brought
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
mess houses, quarters, construction
their nineteenth year before they en- prospect that he will reach par and
and maintenance of buildings, opera(Homeopathi.st.)
possibly be at a premium"
tered society
tion of the Panama railway, an atiOffice Phone 369,
Residence Phone 736
eliting department to which contract120
Phone
Broadway—
3o6
Office
a
and
WS' accounts are to be open
Residence, 819 Broadway.
department of materials and slit:miles
Phone 149.
Eight-Hour Day for Americans. •
L. 0. STEPHENSON
S. P. POOL,
Sixty days after the signing of the
contract actual work is to he begun
ips the isthmus and the contractor is
So take over all employes on the isthArchitect and Superintesdent
mus which the commission does not
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
wish to retain. No American ematai Fraternity Buildiag.
ploye is to work more than eight
Old Phone OR Red, New Phone
bouts
203. 2068. Third
110
Both Phones
perChairman Shonts defends the
Y
KENTUCK
PA/YUCAH,
oentage system, of payment in his letter to Secretary Taft as follows:
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of PatheCah. vre
"This plan is being employed in- have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the mornM. Nance, Embalmer
Lee Nance.
Guy Nance.
•
.Teasingly by the oldest, largest and hig Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invithd to call
most successful corporartions in. the wines desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
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The government will get
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3 and 6 Registw SvSéng
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l
'
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Ambula
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specialists. The government will seInaurance. Corporation and
nate the co-operation of these power.
heal Sstate Lew.
Open Day and Night
List of Directories on File
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Sul interests in keeping mechanics of
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CITY,
ALLEGHENY
MANITOU, COLO.
afl classes.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
"The plan offers every incentive for ATI ANTA, GA.
OLIVER. OLIVER & ICOR/LOOS
MILWAUKEE. WIS.
speedy and economical construction BALTIMORE, MD.
by penalizing extra time and cost and BOSTON, MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
rewarding better than contract per- BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX. N. Y.
Oft-mance as to either.
NAUGATUCK, CONN.
OFFICES. Beaton, Ky., rear buil
NE.WARK. N. J.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Marshall County; Pailnealt, Kr
NEW ALBANY, IND.
INVVRALO. N. Y.
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Room 114 Fraternity Budding.
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NEW ORI EANS, LA.
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KY.
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NEWPORT
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.
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discovered as the work progresses. BOTROTT. MICH.
.
ST. PA TIT„ MINN.
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OF
contract,
'DISTRICT
the
of
a
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ST. T ()TITS MO.
ihould it become necessary, would be DIFLUTH, MINN.
SOITTY-TPORT. CONN.
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est-rag North Fourth *root.
SPRTNrIFTELD, 0.
an effective resumption of the work IONDIANAPOLTS, IND.
D.
CONN.
IND.
STRATFOR
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would be made easier to the
For All Purposes
SITPF.VIOR CITY, MINN.
anent owing to its close relations KANSAS CITY, ICAS.
to 3oo horse power. Best, AsapTOT EDO. 0.
CI)XVILLE. TENN.
*eroto."
eet and most otonomical
UTICA. N. Y.
ANGELES, CAL
In support of the commission's p0Special attention tr elicwie lightWATERRURY, CONN.
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that
Shonts' letter says
Paaucan. R.,
SRLE:
the tomrecedented and greatly extended industrial activity of the time
—
and the consequent 'Violent competition for all classes of superintendents,
130 S. THIRD STREET:
PADUCAH. KY
foremen., subcontractors, skilled me—DENTIST—
al-ranks and even ,ordinary laborers.
it would take the commission tea
Trnahart
years to secure men and build up departvseetal construction orqanintions
TET 73IL
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Campbell Buildirg.
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Hendrick, Millet
atb Marble

The Modern WindowPecoration

I1.T. Rivers,M. D.

C. C. Lee, 315 hip.
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell 'Block.

Caron Directory Company
01 Louisville, Kentucky

0. D. Schmidt,

Branch Otfice in Paducah at the
REGISTER OFFICE

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
No.

E

PURYEAR,

GUY NANCE & SON

LAWYER.S

We have on hand
For Sale:

Dr. B. tHall
Gas and Ga oline
Engines

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

MI

Mattil,Efinger

PRICE $4.00

A. S. DABNEY

CARON DIR.ECTORY COMPANY,
Register Office, 523 Broadway i
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IN COLLEGE
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